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  Chapter X

Intreduction

     In solution molecules and ions are distnibuted to
                         '
retain a certain degyee of a regular structure and

ayrangement, whUe they mieroseopically undergo
translational, rotational, and vibrational moLions.

Meroscopic and macroseopie eharacters of solution depend on

the structure and property of individuai moleeuies and ions.

Furthermore, maeroscopic characters closely relate to the

mieroscoplc eharacters through the strueture and property of

molecular elusters. Up to the present, various kinds of

te¢hniques have been applled to invest±gate $olution
sLructures. Infrared and Raman speetroscopic teehniques

are used for the investigation of hydrogen bonding in

solution with measuring the shift in vibra£ional and
                      1rotatioRal frequencies. NMR (nuelear magnetie resonanee)

teohnique is appMed to the investigatioR of solute-solvent

             and of dynanieal rotational and translationalmteraetion
                                3,motions of liquid molecules.                                      Melectric eonstant

measurement is also made use of the study of molecular
orientation.4 x-yay diffraetion and neutron diffraction

methods give information for complex £ormation and moleeular
                               5configurations in liquid states.

     The authoy have performed a physicochemical study on
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simple electroiytes in solutions by the use of FT(Fourier

transform>-NMR apparatus. A great number of works

applying the NMR technique to eleetrolytie solutions have

been reperted by many investigators, and a lot of reviews
               6-15                       However, the greater part of thosewere published.

works beleng to the NMR studies on paramagnetic sak

solutions, and the works on diamagnetie electrolytes are

rather scarce. Therefore, I made an NMR study on the

diamagnetic ion-moleeule (water and trihaiomethanes>

interactions. EspeciaUy I concent℃ated on the diamagnetic

ion--water complexations in aeetone solvent. Water solvent

is inappropriate to observe the ion-water assoclations

because water solutions have a too complieated hydrogen

bonding network. An inert solvent sueh as acetone is

appropriate as a soivent to examine an ion-water association

reaction.

     It is desirable to get both statie and dynamic

information on the ion-moiecule interactions. The author
                              35          1
measured H chemical shi£ts, Cl absorption line widths,
     1and H spin-lattiee relaxation times in diamagnetic salt

solutions, and he analyzed them to get the static and

dynamie inforination on the ion-molecule complexations,

Furthermore, a quantum meehanical calculation for the

chemical shi£t changes due to lon-water assoeiations was

performed in order to eompare the theoyetieally estimated
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complex formation shifts with the experimentaliy determined

shifts. These works are reported sepayately in this

thesis.

     Chapter II of this thesls is a presentation and an

analysis of the proton NMR ehemical $hift data for the ion

--
water rknteraetions in aeetone solvent.i6 The measured

water proton ehemical shifts for the eomplex formation

reaetions with diamagnetic ions are analyzed to get the

eomplex formation shifts and the equUibnium eonstants of

assoclation. The phYs'ico¢hemieal parameters'having an

ef£ect on the complex shi£t and the association eonstant aire

discussed.

     In Chapte℃ III, the author presents the calculated

results for the eomplex formation shifts. Theoretical

calculations for the nuelear shielding eonstants of water

hydirogen and exygen atoms are performed on the basis of the

                   17point eha]rge model.                         The theoretical eomplex fermation

shift i$ evaluated as a diffe℃ence between the shielding

constants without and with a point ehayge, and is compared

wtth the experimental shift obtained in Chapter II.

     In Chapter IV, the author states the measurements of

the proton ehemical shift and the 35cl iine w±dth of a

weakly hydrogen bonded eomplex between a Cl ion and a
                                                        18trihaloinethane moleeule (CHC13 or CHBr3) in some solvents`

Using the same analysis as that in Chapter II, the complexed
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line widths of Ci ion, the cemplex proton shifts of

trihalemethanes, and the assoeiation eonstants are

evaluated. The solvent dependenee of these pararneters are

investigated.

     Finally, in Chapter V, the author mentions the

measurements of the water proton spin-lattice relaxation

times, Tl, performed to get an information on the dynamieal

motion of water moleeule bound to Al3+ ion.19 when the

                                3+aqueous solutions ineludlng Al                                    ions are cooled, the

exehange between the free and bound water moleeules is

slowed and the water signals separates inte each component

of the f℃ee and bound waters. Analyzing the measured T                                                         1
values, information on rotational motions ef the coordinated

and uneoordinated water moleeules is obtained.
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                        Chapter II

                  Xon--Water Xnteraction

1 Introduction
                         '
     Water proton magnetic resonanee ehemieal shifts

produced by diamagnetie salts in aqueous solution have been

used to study the effects of eleetro±ytes on the structure
of water and the nature of soiute-soivent ±nteraction.1-7

In diiute solutions the observed shift was related to the
                           8
aqueous moial salt sh±fts. Aceording to Sehoolery and
      1Alder, the ehemical shift produeed by ions in aqueous

solutlon is the superposition of at least two £actors: (i>

poiarization of water molecules and (ii> st℃ueture b℃eaking

of the water hyd{rogen-bonded network. The interaetion

between a eation and a water moleeule through the oxygen

atom produees a shi£t in electron density away £rom the

protons, leaving them iess shieldecl. Therefore, relative

to pure water, the resonance occurs at a lower fleld

strength. It was also reasoned that the interaction

between an anion and a water moleeule would produee a

simUa℃ lower field shift due to the attraetion of the
proton for the anion; the electron cloud around the hydrogen

atom again being shifted towaird the oxygen atom owing to

repulsion by the anion. One must also eonsider the case

in which the water proton might become embedded in the

        .
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eleetron cloud of a large anion. In this ease the proton

becornes more shielded and resonates at a higher field

relative to that in pure water. These effects would

constitute the polanization shift by a salt. Ions

breaking the water hydrogen-bond structuire would produce

high-field shifts due to the inereased electron density

around the protons. The polarization effect and the

structure-breaking effect produee generally shifts in the

opposlte direetion, and are of the same oirder of magnitude.

     If we want to investigate the mechanlsm of the

shielding change due to the hydration of ions, it is

desirable to separate the above two eontribution$.

The℃efore, ! have fooused attentton on the magnitudes of the

shifts produced by the polar±zation effect alone. Xn
order to eliminate the structure-breaking effect, it is

necessary to observe the water proton ehemieai shifts
induced by saks in an inert solvent.9-11 if the

structure-breaking effect is negligible, or it can be

evaluated, then the dlyect salt'-moleeular polarization shift

is accessible to experimental obsei7vation. !f we use

solutions ef extyemely low water eontent to eliminate water

to water hydrogen bond±ng, the structure-breaking e£feet

would be negligible. Then we have to use time averaging

of the wate]7 proton signal to observe chemical shift

changes. In order te avoid thls eumbersome measurement,
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we may obse℃ve the chemical shift at an appropriateiy low

water eoncentration, and correct the observed polarization

shift to give the shift from the zero water concentration by

adding the dilution shift. Moyeover, it is possibie to

observe a favorable one-to-one complex fermation at low
water concent]rations in an inert solvent.9'iO The 1:1

complex formation allows us to analyze the chemical shift

ehanges and obtain the polarization shift and equilibrium
                               10eonstant. Stockton and Martin                                  observed and analyzed the

1:1 assoeiation of several metal ions with a watey moleeule

in O.1 M water--aeetonitrile solutions at room temperature.

They obtained the pola]rization shifts and hydratlon

eonstants o£ Li÷ , Na+ , Mg2+ , ca2+ , sr2+ , and Ba2+ in

                               11acetonitrile. Benoit and Lam                                  used similar experimentai

eonditions and estimated the polarization shifts and the

                                       -- ･+water association constants of Cl" , N03 , U , Na+, and Ag+

in several dipolar aprotic solvents.

     It is known that the molal salt shi£t can be wnitten as
the sum of the individual cation and anion molal shifts.1

The salt shifts were divided into individual ion values,

assuming some value for one ion to be used as a
         8,12-14standa]rd.                    However, there have not yet been any

studies of the additivity of the polanization sait shift.
                  10                                       11
Stockton and Ma℃tin                     and Benoit and Lam                                         used perchlorate

and tetraethylammonium salts to minimize counterion
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contributions. It is of fundamental importance to know

how the extent of hydration is affected by the countenion.

Xn this chapter, IwUl report on the polarization shifts

and the hydration constants of various ions, and discuss the

additivity of the former. I wUl also investigate

relationships of the polarization ion shift and the

hydration constant to the ionie size,

                         10     Stockton and Martln used acetonitrlle as an ineirt

solvent. It is avallable ln perdeute]rated form, whioh

does not obseure the speetral region o£ interest. I have

used aeetone as an iney£ solvent and it does not overlap the
                                         15 .water proton slgnal. Firatiello et al. mdioated that

the solvating ability of acetone is comparabie to that of

acetonitrile. From this faet, it is inferred that aeetone

is as inert as acetonitrile. The water eoncentration was

kept as low as possible <O.1 M) to mlnimize wateT to water

hydrogen bonding, and the water pMoton shlelding was

observed as a funetion of salt concentration.

2 Experiment

     Materials. Wako Pure Chemieais acetone was

distUled twice from afireshXy dehydrated 4A llio±eeu±ar

sieve. The residual water ¢oncentration in the aeetone
thus obtained was about O.Oe4 "1. TetramethylsUane <TMS>
was added before the sample preparation to serve as a IH NMR
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internal reference.

     Water was distilled and passed over eatlon- and anion-

exehange resins.

     Caicium and strontium perehiorates were hexahydrates;

they were dehydrated by heating at 1000C under vacuum

pumping, gyadualiy inereaslng to 2000C over several days.

Lithium, sodium, magnesium, and ba]7ium perehlorates were

obtained labeled "anhydrous" and were dried by heating at

2000C under vacuum pumping.

     The l±thium and caleiurn th±oeyanates obtalned were

anhydrous and trihydrate, respeetively; they were dehydrated

by heating at 100eC under vaeuum for 48 h.

     Calcium nitrate was in the tetrahydrate form; it was

dehydrated by heating at 1250C under vaeuum for 48 h.

Mthiuin nitrate was obtained labeled anhydrous and was dried

by heating.

     The lithium iodide obtained was labeled anhydrous,

however it contained traees of water. Attempts to

dehydrate it by heating under vacuum yielded a sample

eontaining a siight amount of water. Uthium broinide was

monohydrate; it was dehydrated by heating at 1900C under

vaeuum fer 24 h.

     The cadmium nitrate was tetrahydrates; it was

dehydrated by heating at 60eC under vacuum for 24 h,

gradually increasing to 120"C over 24 h.

-11-



     The zinc chloride and brontde, mereuric, stannous, and

antimony chlorides, and cadmium iodide that were obtained

were labeled anhydrous and were dried by heating.

     The IH NMR spect℃um of the reagent g℃ade tetra-n-

butylammonium chloride showed a slight impurity signai.

The salt was dissolved in a small volume o£ CC14, then
precipitated by adding eyclohexane. The salt so obtained
was then dried by pumping and found by IH NMR to be free

from impurities. The tetra-n-butylammonium bromide,

thodide, and perehlorate were used as received, since no
IH NMR impurity signals (dissolved in aeetone) were observed.

     Solutions of O.1 M water-acetone, with varying salt

concentrations over the range O to about 1 M, were prepared.

All samples were made up gravimetrieally.

     IH AitvR spectra. All spectra were obtalned on a

Hitachi R-20A spectrometer (permanent magnet, 60 MHz>.

Ali measurements were made at 34±10C. Downfield shifts
were taken as positive.

3 Analysis

     Analysts of the Observed Shift. My approaeh to the

problem was to measure the IH NMR ehem±cal $hift of water in

acetone, reiative to some reference, as a function o£
coneentration of added salt. only one water IH NMR peak

was observed in these solutions, indicating that exehange of

- 12 -



ff20 molecuies occurs so rapidly from one state to another

that the observed ehemieal shift is an average of all the

states. It is impossible, however, to know exaetly all

the states. For simplieity I eonsider only two states of
                         '
water: the free and eomplexed forms. I consider only the

reaction

where I and S are an ion and a solvent <aeetone in this
                                    16experiment) molecule, respectively.                                           1 assumed the

following in eq 1: <1) elther the cation or the anion

contnibutes to the eomplex formation with K20 and (ii) one

water meleeule exehanges with one solvent molecule. The

observed ehemical shift 6 is given by the equation

     S" -Llliri,l-6F+'L[ll-i,FSc <2>

where Wo is the initial concentration of H20 (O.1 M in this

experiment>, [F] and [C] aTe the equi±ibrium concentrations

of the free and eomplexed water, respectively, and 6F and Sc

are the characterlstic chemieal shifts of those forms of

water. The eoneentration of solvent is so large that it

is constant in eq l. The equilibrium eonstant K of

reaetion 1 is given by

- 13 --



                                                      (3)     K=         (Io-[C])<Wo-[C]>

wheTe Io is the initial eoneentration of the reaetive ion.

We define the complex fermation shift A                                        as                                      c

Equations 2 and 4 yield

At the limit of high eoncentration of the ion, 6-SF is equal

to the ¢omplex shift Ac. Analyses of the observed shifts

were pe]7formed usmg a computer simulation method.                                                        In

most cases analyses of the data yielded suffieiently

reliable vaiues of Kand A. The mechanlsm of the                             c
shielding change as pietured here is undoubtedly over-

simplified; nevertheless, it provides a tentative working

scheme which appears to be in agreement with the faets

avaUable .

4 Results and Diseussion

<A> DiZution Shift of IVater ln Acetone

     The dUution shift of water in acetone from O.1M to

zero coneentration was estimated. Figure 1 shews the

--･ 14 --



concentration dependenee of the water proton ehemical shift

in acetone from O.Ol to O.25 M. The region below about

O.15 M is nearly linear. It is evident that extrapolation

to infinite dtlution gives O.02 ppm as the dilution shift

for the O.1 M water-acetone solution. It is apparent that

this value is within the experinental and analytical

errors of the eomplex shift Ac, so I neglected the

eorreetion due to the dilution shift. We lliay assume that

the complex shift Ac obtained in O.1M water-aeetone

solution is equal to the poiarization shift.

A va
 a aẁ̀

>

 -in-

bxpt=ca
er
=z
=Y..'

2,80

2.75

2.70
   o

e

e

e

e O.e2 ppm

,o

Figure l. D±lution
shift in acetone.

H20 CONCENTRATION (M)

  curve £or the water proton

O.3

chemieal
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(B) dation Shifts ln Metal PerchZorate Solutions

     The ehemieal shifts of the water proton signal in the

alkali and alkaline earth perchiorate solutions were

measured as a funetion of salt eoncentration. The effeets

of alkali and alkaline earth perchlorate sa±ts on the water

protoR signal in acetone are shown in Figures 2-7, with the

simulated curves. ! supposed in the anaiysis that the

perchlorate ion is inert and only a metal ion forms a 1:1

complex with a water moleeule. Agreement between the

observed and ealculated shifts, exeept for the water

--magnesium eomplex, were so good that the assumption of 1:1

association was confirmed. The equilib]rium ¢onstants, the

eomplex shifts of cations, and the standard deviatlons

between observed and calculated $hieldings, obtained by

least-squares computer simulation, are listed in Table I
                                                 iowith the results reported by Stockton and Martin.                                                       The

water--magneslum system showed evidence of multiple water-ion

association at low salt eoneentrations, in which a large

diserepancy oceurred between the observed and simulated

shieldings. The equUibrium constant for this system is

listed only as "large" since it was not able to be

determined from the concentration dependence of the shift.

-- 16 -
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TABLE I.
     '
of Alkali

34oC, with

Equilibrium Constants

  and Alkaline Earth

 the Results Reported

K and Polarization Shifts

Pe℃chlorates in Acetone
                     10by Stockton and MartiR .

A
c
at

Salt     -1      )K (M Ac (ppm)

LiCIO     4

NaCIO     4

Mg(CI04>2

ca(CI04)2

sr(CI04)2

Ba<CI04>2

12 ±1

 2.8± O.2

 Large

63 ±22

28 ±5

 6.0± O.4

   a 14

  2.3

Large

   a151

   a 45

   a 16

a

a

1.87±O

O.90±O

3.36

2.31±O

1.71±O

1.47±O

.04

.Ol

.07

.04

.03

1.48

O.89

2.98

2.17

1.75

1.54

a

a

a

a

a

a

a  Reported by Stockton and       10 .Martln zn aceton±trile at 35ec.

     It is evident from Table X that ions of smailer size or

larger charge have larger equUibrium eonstants and complex

shifts. This wUl be diseussed later (section E). Xt

is shown that the polarization shifts obtained in acetone
are in agreement with those in aeetonitrile.10 stockton

and MartinlO have asserted that cation-induced shifts should

be independent of the solvent. My experiments support

-20-



their assertion. However, the equilibrium constants in

acetone are sma±ler than those ±n aeetonltrUe which seems

to indieate that the solvating ability o£ acetone is
slightly greater than that of acetonitrUe.

<C> Anion Shifts in Tetra-n-butyiammonium Salt Solutions

     In order to 'obtain the values K and Ac for anions, the

ehemical shifts p]rodueed by tetra-n-butylammonium halides

and perchiorate were measured. In this ease the tetra-n

-butylammonlum ion should be inert and only･an anion ean

ferm a eompiex with H20. Figures 8-11 show the variations

of measured shifts and simuiated curves. The equllibrium

constants and the complex shifts of anions were determined,

and are iisted ln Table II. The polar±zation shi£ts of

Cl and Br are somewhat large, but those of 1 and CIO                                                        4
are very small. The equilibrium constants show a less

regular vairiation. F℃om the polarization shifts, it is
inferred that I and C!04 do not associate with water, but

Cl and Br do weakly. It is apparent from A                                                  for (n-                                               c

C4Hg>4NCI04 that both the pe℃chlorate and tetra-n-
butylammonium ions are Snert.

-21-
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   [<n-C4Hg)4NCI04] (M)

 shifts of the water proton in acetone
 O.1 M water and varying eoncentrations

id curve, simulated; closed eireles,
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TABLE IZ. EquUibrium Constants

Tetra-n-butylammonium Halides and

34OC.

and Polarization Shifts

Perchiorate in Aeetone

of

at

Salt     -1K (M      ) Ac <ppm)

( n-%Hg > 4NCI

<n-C4Hg)4NBr

<n-C4Hg)4NI

<n-C4Hg>4NCI04

14 ±4

 4.5±O.8

 6.4±3.0

 7.8±4.2

O.75±O.05

O.47±O.03

O.06±O.O1

O.03±O.OO

<D> Anion Effects on Equilibrlum Constant and Complex Shdft

     It is ]reported that the molal salt shift is the sum of

the mdividuai ion                     vaiues.                                  However, at presen£ no
reports are available on the additivity of the polarization

shift, so X have attempted to study this additlvity. It

is desirable to investigate the eomplex shifts of salts

having various anions for specific eation or viee versa.

The klnds of salts studied were limited by the solubilities

of salts and the diffi¢ulty in obtaining anhydyous salts.

I report here on lithium, ealeium, zinc, and cadmium salts.
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The variations of shifts except for perchlorate salts are

shown in Figu]res 12-"21. The results axe listed in Tabie

III. In these experiments, both the cation and anion have

the possibility to eomplex with water. Nevertheless, the

experimental results shewed that either cation or anion is

bound to water, and the assumption ") in the aRalysis

$eetion is valid ' for these salts.

.Figure l2

solutions

of USCN:

   7

   6

AX5
vcx.

") 4

   3

   2
    o.fi

. IH NMR
  containing

 solid curve

     O.5
     [LiSCN]

  shifts of

 O.1 M water

, simulated;

    -25-

       IS
 (M)

the water proton in acetone

 and varytng coneentrations
 elosed eircles, observed.
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6

o.---g5
-cu
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Figure l3.
solu ti ons

of LiN03:

Figure 14

solutions

of LiBr:

3

2
o.o

     IH NMR

containing O

soiid curve,

  7

6

...--

it 5
-cu

`e 4

3

2

     O.5
    [LiN03]

 shifts of

.1 M water

 simulated

        1.g
  (M)

the water proton in acetone

and varying concentrations
; closed eircles, observed.

o.o

. IH NMR
  eontaining

solid eurve,

     O.5
      [LiBr]

 shifts of

O.1 M water

simulated;

       t.o
  (M)

the water proton in acetone

 and va℃ying eoneentrations
closed eireles, ebserved.
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6
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Figure 16.

soiutions

of Ca(SCN>2

3

      Oe5 1･8
       [Lil] <M)

  sh±fts of the water proton in acetone
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 2

                [ca{sCN)21
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containing O.1 M water and
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    t.o
<M)

water proton in aeetone

 varying eoncentrations
closed eireles, obseirved.
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Figure 18
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   4

   3

   2

  O.5
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 shifts of the water proton in acetone
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 2

               tCd{N03)2] (M)
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Figure 21
solu ti ons

of Cd12:
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TABLE XU. Anion

Polarization Shifts

Salts in Acetone at

Dependence

of Lithium

34ec.

of Equilibrium Constants and

, Calcium, Zinc, and Cadmium

Cation Anion     -1K (M > Ac (ppm)

  +Li

  +Li

  +M
  +Li

  -l-
Li

  2+
Ca

  2+
Ca

  2+
Ca

  2+
Zn

  2+
Zn

  2÷Cd

  2+Cd

CIO   4

SCN

NO  3

By

z

CIO   4

SCN

NO  3

Cl-

Br-

NO  3
I

12

 6

 4

28

28

62

31

11

43

41

39

10

.

.

 ±1

4± O.

3± O.

 ±4

    a
 ±4

 ±22

 ±4

 ±1

 ±6

 rk 4

 ±8

 ±1

6

5

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

4

4

3

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

87±O

88±O

93±O

91±e

89±O

31±O

41±O

22±O

59±O

76±O

28±O

44±O

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

04

04

09

e4

  a03

07

04

02

08

04

08

09

a  Lithium iodide contained a slight amount of water.
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     The anion dependence of iche equilibrium constants and

polarization shifts, given in Table III, are very

interesting. The poiarization shifts in Table I!I show

little variation with the anion. FoT a given cation, all

the metal saits have shown the same poiarization shift

within the experimentai error. It seems that the
polarlzation shift of a metai salt is primarily determined

by the metal ion and the anion has a negiigible effect on

it. Notwithstanding the limited data, it is reasonable to

suppose that a water molecule in metal salt solutions forms

a eomplex with a metal ion, but not with an anion. It was

shown that the anion in tetra-n-butylammoniuin salt solutions

can weakly eoordinate to a watev moleeule, but the an±on in

metal satt soiutions eannot be bound to water. This means

that either eation or anion in sait solutions, namely oniy

the ion having a larger ability of coordination, ean fo]7m a

complex with a water molecuie. Therefore, we can conelude

that the additivity does not hold for the polarization

shift.

     However, the equSlibrium constants are greatly affected

by the anions, which seems to eontradiet the results for the

polarization shifts. I cannot explain exactly the

differences in K values. One ean only attribute these

differences to (i) faliure to maintain eonstant ionic

strength and (iD the interaetion between the cation and
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anion spheres.

(E) Correlation vith Crystal Radius

     The values of the equilibrium eonstants and
                         '
polarization shifts in Table I show that they are ciosely

related to the ionie sizes and ionie charges of the cations.

This suggests that K and A                           of the alkali and alkaline earth                         c

metal ions are determined by the eleetrostatie intera¢tion

between the ion and a water moleeule. F±gure 22 shows a

plot of log K against q14zeor, in whieh q is the ionie

charge and r is the radius of ion. If, as is usuaMy the

ease, the entropy ehanges of reaction 1 are either constant

or pyoportional to the entha±py changes, then Zog K should

be linear in the eiectrostatic potential, q/4neore

Flgure 22 indicates that such a relationship does hold.
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  eonstants and the electrostatic potential £or
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     I have investigated the dependence of the polarization

shifts on the eiectrostatic fieid of the eations.

Assuming, for simplicity, that polarization shift is
                                           18proportional to the electrostatic field,                                              Ac may be

described as foUows

where r+e is the distance from the ion eenter to the

hydroxyl proton, and A is a proportionality faetor.

Equation 6 yields

                 1/2                         1/2                             --e (7)     r = (A/4zeo)                   <q/AC)

If the shifts are proportional to the £ie±d, then r, the
                                          1/2erystal radius, should be linear in <q/Ac) . Mgure 23

shows that such a relationship does hold £or Ac in Table I.
in this case i used the erystai radiusi9 as the radius of

ion. From the slope and intereept of the best straight
line, ! obtained A=1.soxlo-17 v-1;n and c=o.o43 nm.
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     In order to examine further the eorrelation of K and A                                                         c

with the crystal radius, I measured water proton sh±fts and

                    of metal ions othev than alkaii andobtained K and A                  c
                                                  3+ .                                   2+                                         2+alkaXine earth metai ions, i.e., Hg , Sn , and Sb ions.
                          'Figures 24--26 show the variations of ehemieal shifts. The

resuks showB in Table XV lndicate clearly that the linear

relations, which we℃e exhibited in Figures 22 and 23, do not

hold any longe]r for eations other than the alkali and

alkaline earth metal ions. For the similar plots for the

anion shifts in Tabie IX, I was not able to find only any

relationships among r, Ac, and K. X conclude that K and

Ac of the alkali and alkaline earth metal ions ean be

explained in terms of the eleetrostatic effeet of the ion.

However, those of the other metal eations and anions cannot

be exl)iained by the electrostatic model. This reflects

the following: (O the importanee of covalent interactions

for these ions and (ii) the possibility of ion pairing,

whieh is eommon to ions of small size and large eharge.
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solutions
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  G.e 2.o 3.e
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    O.5
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TABLE IV. EquUibrium Constants and

Vanious Metal Cations Other Than the

Earth }letal !ons in Aeetone at 340C.

Pelarization

 Aikaii and

Shifts of

 Alkaiine

Ca ti oR Salt     -1K (M      ) Ac <ppm)

  2+Zn

  2+
Zn

  2+Cd

  2+Cd

  2+
Hg

  2+
Sn

  3+Sb

ZnCl    2

ZnBr    2

cd(N03>2

Cdl   2

HgCl    2

snCl    2

SbCl    3

43

41

39

10

 o

11

 o

.

.

  ±6

  ±4

  ±8

  ±1

23±O

  ±1

38±O

.03

.05

4.59±O

4.76±O

3.28±O

3.44±O

5.19±O

5.28±O

5.32±O

.08

.04

.08

.09

.38

.12

.45
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                        Chapter !ZI

               Theoretieal Calcuiation £or

             the Ion--Water Assoeiation Shift

1 lntroduction

     In Introductlon of the previous ehapter it was stated

that the chemical shift produe'ed by ions in aqueous solution

is the superposition of at least two factors; (O

polarization of water molecules and (M) strueture breaking
                                              1,2ef the water hydrogen-bonded network, by ions.                                                    If we

want to investigate the rneehanism of the shielding change

due to the hydration of ions, it is deslrable to separate

the above two contributions. Fortunately, in Chapter H

it was shown that the structure-b!reaking effeet is

experimentaUy negligible in the solution o£ low water
content in aeetone solvent.

     A water moleeule in acetone seems to form the hydrogen

bond o£ water hydregen to acetone oxygen. This hydrogen

bonding will obst]ruct water-water and wateir-anion

assoeia£ions. Therefore, we ean obse℃ve the shielding

change owin.d to water-eation bonding only. Moreove℃, it

is po$sible to observe a favorable 1:1 water-eation eomplex

ferma£ion at low water coneentrations in aoetone soivent.

The 1:1 eomplex £orii}ation a±lows us to analyze the ehemical

shift changes as a function of added ion coneentration and
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to obtain the polarizatlon shift and equUibrium constant.

However, the detaUed relationshlp between proton magnetie

shielding and the geometrical eonfiguration of the hydrated

ion system is not compietely understood. This ambiguity

places some uneertainty on conclusions resulting from the

use of proton NMR speetroscopy for probing ion-water

interactions. The purpose in this chapter is to perform

an ab initio ealculation of the shielding ehange of the

water proton due to a point ¢harge and cempare it with the

experimental results obtained Sn Chapter I!.

2 Theory

     When a molecular system ineluding a nuelear magnetie

moment pt is placed in an external magnetic flux density B,

the eleetronle energy of the system has an additionai
                                         +-nuclear magnetic energy proportional to pt and B, which is

               -)HD
expyessed as AOB w±th the nuclear magnetie shielding
        oten$or o. Aeeording to the Ramsey theory of chemical
shielding,3 the aB (a,B=x,y,z) component of the shieiding

tensor of nueleus N, 61Jfi, whieh produces the energy

contribution bilinear in ItNa and BB, is written as

      ONaB= g:S + ON.PB (or,B=x,y,z) <l)

       Nd               Npwheye 6          and 6                  are the components of the diamagnetie and       aB               ct6

paramagnetie terms, ℃espectively. The diamagnetic
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          Nd              is given byeomponent O           orB'

   oN.dt3 = 26.626 × io-6 2 p,,,.<,ul(;o';NSes'ro.rNx3>rili3ly> (2)

                     pty
where r'o denotes the vegtor from the gauge origin to an

              Deleetron and r is the vector from nueleus N to the               N
eleetron. The moleeulair coordinate is here taken as the

coordinate system. ro an'd rN are expresseCl in atomie

units. The orB component of the paramagnetie shielding
         Np           , is given by, in atomic units}tensor, if         orB

                                              -･ 1                     -6      Np -
     o.ctB .- 53.251 × 10 . £ (ej-£i--Jij+2Kij> ×
                        i1oee
                       Jsunoee
           ,,,.li ffC:iCvjCllijCoi { <i` I rii 3 £N. I y> <X l RoB I g> ÷

                                          -3                             <,L`iRo/3lY><KlrN QN.l6>} (3)

      ttwhere ao=r-' oxif and EN=r'Nxif. Jij and Kij are the

molecular coulomb and exehange integrals, respeetively.

     Integrals of the following types oceur in eqs 2 and 3:

(i) <ptlrR3xoyNly>; (ii> <ptlxo(3/3yo)lv>;

(±ii) <plrN3xN(a/SyN)iy>. IntegTal (ii> is quite easy to

ealeulate. The other types of integrais, (i> and (iiO,
                                    -- 3
results in the evaluation o£ a <AlrN xNly> type integrai.

An integral o£ this type can be redueed to sueh field
integrals as
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     <#lrR3xNly> = aiilN <"l℃Rily> (4>

where (XN,YN,ZN) is the coordlnate of nucieus N. if we

use the Gaussian type orbitais, the computation of the field

lntegral requires no partieular diffieulty.

     In a rapidiy and isotropically rotating moleeule in the

                                                  -)o"
liquid or gas phase, the nuclear magnet±e energy, #6B, i$

averaged, and therefore only the averaged shielding tensor,

           ct

is observed for nu¢±eu$ N. o is called the nuelear                                  N

magnetic shielding constant of nucleus N, which is

responsibie for the isotropie ehemical shift of nucleus N.

3 Method of Calculation
     in a few attempts4--6 to rationalize the shielding

change in a statie electric field, ab initio methods have

been employed quite recently by some authors with sucoess.

This chapter is essentlally aiined at investigating the ab

initio predletions of the water proton and oxygen shielding

ehanges due to an ionie field by using a point-charge model.

The most difficult problem is always to get a reasonable

compromise between the quality of a basis set and its s±ze

<computatlon time). !n this caieulation, Pople's 4-31G
basis set7 was used and a Teasonab!e result was obtained.
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For the H20 molecular geometry I have used the experimental

                              8.bond length and bond angle, i.e., roH=O.0960 nm and

<HOH=1O4.45O

     In the computation gf magnetic properties, further

eompiications arise because of the gauge dependence of

cai¢ulated values, whieh is due to the finite extension of

the basis set, and some spedial choiee of the gauge origin

of the vector potentlal is commonly made in oyder to get an

aecurate paramagnetie contribution in susceptibility and

shielding ealeuiation.'' 'Ih this calctilation, the-dxygen

nucleus was selected as the gauge onigin in order to

minimize the paramagnetic term.

     All the calculations were pe℃forme(k on a FACOM 23e-75

instrument at the Hokkaido Unive℃sity Computing Center.

4 Results anci Diseussion

(A) Ca ti on - Wa ter rn terac ti on Proton Sh i ft

     The eaiculated shielding constants of the wate℃ p℃oton

due to a point eharge are shown in Tables I and II,

eorresponding to univalent and divalent positive charges,

respeetiveiy. Furthermore, the shielding changes are

shown in Figure 1 as a funetion of the oxygen-positive point

charge dlstanee, ℃. On the basis of the X-ray diffraction
study in solution,9 the positive eharge was set on the

dipolar axis (C2 axis) of the water molecule as drawn in
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Figure 1.

TABLE I.

Proton in

Univalent

    Calculated Magnetic

  H20 with the Distanee

Positive Point Charge.

Shielding

 r between

Constants

  Oxygen

 of

and

r
(nm)

  d o
<ppm>

 oP
(ppm>

 o
(ppm)

       aAc<ealc>
  <ppm)

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     1.

without

15

20

30

40

60

oo

 charge

20.971

22.001

22.933

23.301

23.582

23.733

23.820

1.441

1.696

1.910

1.990

2.048

2.079

2.e97

22.

23.

24.

25,

25.

25.

25.

4i2

697

843

291

630

812

917

3.51

2.22

l.07

O.63

O.29

O.11

o.oo

a Ac(ealc) is defined as Ac<eaic)=o(wlthout eharge>-a<r).
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TABLE H

Proton

Divaient

. Caiculated Magnetie

in H20 with the Distance

 Positive Point Charge.

Shielding

 r between

Constants

  Oxygen

 of

and

 r
(nm>

  d  o
( pprn )

  oP
<ppm>

  5
(ppm)

Ac(caic)
  <ppm)

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     1.

without

15

20

25

30

40

60

oo

 charge

18.622

20,383

21.444

22.093

22.798

23.347

23.646

23.820

O.761

1.271

1.554

1.714

1.879

1.999

2.061

2.097

19,383

21.654

22.998

23.807

24.677

25.346

25.707

25.917

6.53

4.26

2.92

2.11

1.24

O.57

O.21

o.oo
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     Figure i indieates that the caleuiated isotropic

sh±elding constant of the water proton shows a inarked
decrease with decreasing of the distance r. An anaiysis

of the theoretieal results showed that the downfield proton

shift due to ion hydration' arises (a) from a decrease of the

electronic charge on the hydrogen by an ionic field, i.e.,

ad effect and <b) from a, deshieiding effeet of the

paramagnetic eontribution indueed by an ion--water bonding,

i.e., dP effect. The former eontribution (a) is

particuiarly important to cation hydration, in which the

latter one (b) ls only ]7esponsible for approximately 20% of

the total ealeulated shielding change.

     In Chapter U, it was eoneluded that the shielding

ehange of the water proton, Ac, due to metal salt in aeetone

is primarily dete℃mined by the metai ion and the anion has a

negligible effect on it. In order to investigate the

cation shifts, I have performed a theoretieal estimation for

the shielding changes due to cations by using the i7esult in

Figure l. The experimental eation shifts obtained in

Chapter II and the cation--wate℃ oxygen distances used were

presented in Table III in this ehapter. The eation-oxygen

distances are the values from the X-ray dif£raction
        10-13                The theoreticai and experimental shifts arestudies.

compared in Table III. Table IU indicates that the

theoretical shifts are larger than the experimentai ones.
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!n a study of this type, we should be satisfied with a

qualitative agreement with the available experimental data.

There are at least three probable sources of error.

First, a point-eharge model is too erude an approximation to

catien-water association. We shouid include atomie

orbltals of the ion. Seconds there are errors due to use

of the 4-31G basis set (without gauge factors) in the

magnetie calculations. Aithough the 4-31G inagnetic

shielding values are eonsiderabiy more aecu]rate than those

eaiculated by u$ing a minimai set,i4 it does not allow an

                                                        15estimate of the Hartree-Fock liinit value of gH.

Kowever, gauge dependences of oH will be canceled in the

eaMculation of the shielding change, Ac. Finally, there

are errors due to the counterion effect and the dielectric

eonstant of the solvent. This ealculation negleeted the

fields originating from counterlons and dipolay solvent

molecules. Usually} we assume the dielectrie constant in

vacuum, £o, for the spaee intervening between the point

eharge and the water mo±eoule. This is not neeessariiy

correct, but the vaeuum value is reasonabiy cons±dered to be

much betteir than the bulk value of aeetone, 2e.7£o, in this
                                                 16case by reasen of the dielectric saturation effeet.                                                       The

shielding effeet of the anions aRd the polarization of the

aeetone solvent would attenuate the electrostatic field of

the eations and make the eaieuiated A                                      smaUer .                                    c
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     Among the above three sources of error, we suppose that

the dieleetrie effect is the most important. The effect

of a diele¢tric eonstant should be discussed briefly.
                                d          17             showed that the oBuckingham                                   effect depends on the

relative dieleetric constant, £ , inversely, but the oP term
                              r
                    -2                                 d
is proportieRal to £r . The o te℃m is mueh larger than

the oP terrn on cation hydration. Therefo℃e, we can simply

assume that the total o change by ion, namely, Ac, depends

on £r inversely. I ealculated the appropriate £r vaiue

from the observed Ac's of alkali and alkaline ea℃th metal

ions and obtained 1.35 as the effeetive value for £ in                                                     r
acetone solvent. The ealculated Ac values for er=1.35

are shown in Figure 2 with the results for £ =1.                                          r
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TABLE UI.

Alkali and

Ion-Oxygen

     Experimental Polarization Shifts, A

AIka!ine Earth Perchlerates in Acetone and

Distances, r.

    ofc'

 Metal

Salt       aA?S$k?'  r
(nm>

A (ealc>b
 ?ppm>

LiCIO     4

NaCIO     4

Mg<CI04)2

ca<CI04>2

sr(CI04>2

Ba(ci04>2

1.87

O.90

3.36

2.31

1.71

1.47

O.2IC

o.24d

o.2o4e

O.243e

O.26f

O.29f

2.03

1.64

4.06

3.04

2.69

2.22

a

b

e

d

e

f

Difference

chemieal sh

The vacuum

Ref. 10.

Ref. 11.

Ref. 12.

Ref. 13.

between the coordinated and fTee water proton

ifts, i･e., Ac(obs)=6(eoordinated)-6(free>.

value fo]r the dielectric eonstant is assumed.
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<B) Anion-hater rnteraction I?roton Shift

     I have caiculated the shielding constants of the water

proton due to a negative point charge. Caleulated results

are shown in [rabie IV and Figure 3. The negati,ve eharge

was set on the hydrogen-oxygen bond axis as drawn in
Mgure 3, on the basis of the x-ray diffraetion study.9

     Flgure 3 shows that the calculated shielding eonstants

decrease with the decreasing distance r. !n the
ealcuiation ef shielding due to a negative point charge, the

paramagnetic effeet is large compared with the case of

positive ehavge. In this case oP eontribution represents

approximately 35% of the total change.

     Table V shows the experimental proton shlelding

            (obs), the anion-water proton distances obtainedehanges, A          c
                         9
from X-ray dif£raetion, and the theoretieal complex
formation shifts, A                     (caie>. Table V indicates that the                    c
                 values are very small eompared with theexperimental A              c
theoretieal ones. This resutt eorresponds well with the

expectation that the water-aeetone hydrogen bonding wUl

obstruet wate]r-anion associat±ons as stated in this

±ntroduetion. Therefore, it is reasonably eon¢luded that

an anion can £orm only a very weak complex with water in

aeetone solvent.
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TABLE IV.

Proton in

Univalent

    Caiculated

  H20 with the

Negative Point

 Magnetic

 Distance r

Charge .

Shielding

  between

Constants

Hydrogen

 of

and

r
(nm)

  d o
(ppm>

 5P
(ppm>

 o
(ppm)

Ac(eaie)
  (ppm>

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     1.

without

15

20

30

40

60

oo

 charge

20.

21.

22.

23.

23.

23.

23.

142

366

540

040

445

676

820

O.175

O.772

1.407

1.682

1.900

2.022

2.097

20.318

22.139

23.947

24.722

25.349

25.698

25.917

5.60

3.78

1.97

1.20

O.57

O.22

o.oo
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TABLE V. Experimental

n-butylammonium Salts in

Distanees, r.

Polarization Shifts

  Acetone and Hal

'

i

 A

de

c, Of letra-

  Ion-Proton

Salt   (obs) '
A
?
  ppm)

r
(nm>

       aAc(ealc>
  <ppm)

<n-Bu>4Cl

(n-Bu>4Br

(n-Bu)4I

(n-Bu)4Ci04

o.

G.

o.

o.

75

47

06

03

o.224b

o.244b

o.274b

O.294C

3.21

2.81

2.32

2.04

a

b

c

The vacuum

Ref. 9.

Estimated

value for

from the

the die

xonzc

lectrie eonstant

radius of CIO .   4

is a$sumed.
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    17      O Ch em ical Sh ift<c>

     The shielding constants of the water oxygen due to a
point oharge were also ealeulated. The caiculated 17o

shieldings are shown in Table VI-VIII. Figures 4 and 5

represent shieiding changes owing to positive and negative

point oharges, respectively. Figures 4 and 5 indicate

that the calculated shielding constants of the water oxygen

show an inerease, eontravy to the case of proton, with the

decreasing distanee between a point charge and a water
molecuie. However, since any experimental results for 17o

chemical shift variation due to ion hydration have not been

repovted yet, we ¢annot confirm the high field shift of the

oxygen absorption, whieh is expected fyom this ¢alculatien.

Furtheymore, Tables VI-VII! show that in the variation of
17
  O shifts due to ion hydration, the paramagnetic

contnibution is overwheimingly larger than the diamagnetie

one. This result means that the oxygen shielding ehange

in ion hydration is predominated by the paramagnetic effeet.
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TABLE VI

Oxygen 17

Univalent

. Calculated

 in H20 with

Positive Point

  Magnetic Shielding

the Mstance r between

Charge.

Constants
      y
  Oxygen

 of

and

 r
<nm)

  d, d
(ppm)

 oP
<ppm>

 o
(ppm>

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     o.

     1,

without

15

20

30

40

60

oo

 charge

416

415

415

415

415

415

415

.13

.88

.69

.60

.54

.50

.47

-52.94

-65.41

-80.95

-88.05

-93.83

-97.07

-99.00

363

350

334

327

321

318

316

.19

.47

.74

.56

.71

.43

.47
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TABLE VII. Caleulated Magnetie

Oxygen 17 in K20 with the Mstance

Divalent Po$itive Point Charge.

Shielding

r between

Constants

  Oxygen

 of

and

r
(nm)

  d o
(ppm>

 GIP
(ppm)

 d
(ppm)

     O.15

     o.2e

     O.25

     O,30

     O.40

     O.60

     1.00

without charge

416.54

416.16

415.99

415.87

415.72

415.59

415.52

415.47

-38

-44

-56

-66

-78

-88

-95

-99

.56

.93

.80

.30

.34

.93

.18

,eo

377

371

359

349

337

326

320

316

.98

.23

.19

.57

.38

.66

.34

.47
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TABLE VIII. Caleulated Magnetie

Oxygen 17 in H20 with the Distanee
                         '
Univalent Negative Point Charge.

Shielding

r between

Constants

Hydrogen

 of

and

r
(nm)

  d o'(ppm)
 oP
(ppm>

  5
(ppm>

     O,15

     e.2o

     O.30

     O.40

     O.60

     1.00

without eharge

415.78

415.68

415.59

415.54

415.51

415.49

415.47

-79

-83

-89

-93

-96

-97

-99

.40

.26

.63

.10

.12

.89

.eo

336

332

325

322

319

317

316

.39

.42

.96

.44

.39

.59

.47
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                        Chapter IV

          Chloride Ion-Trihalomethane Interaction

1 !ntroduction

     Behavior and locai structure of eleetroiytes in

solution have an importance in solution chemistry. In the
previous ehapters, I reported the studies on the IH chemical

shifts with regard to interaction between ion and water

moieeule.

     A remarkable development o£ multinu¢lear pulse FT NMR

apparatus in recent years has fairly faciiitated

observations of nuclei with low detectable sensitSvity,
        35                                                   35such as          Cl. The stable isotope ehiorine, 1.e.,                                                     Cl, has

the electrie quadrupole moment. Relaxation of quad℃upolar

nucleus is generaUy mueh simpler to interpret than

relaxation of nonquadrupolar nueleus. The relaxation of

the former is in most cases totally dominated by the

quadrupole relaxation, which is normally induced by purely

intramoleeular interactSons modulated by the ifiolecular

motion and is proportional to the product of the square of

the quadrupolar eoupling constant and the correlation time

for inolecuiar reorientation. The line width of NMR

spectrum is determined by the spin-spin relaxation time.
                                         35It is well known that the liRe width of                                           Cl NMR spectrum

depends largely on the electrostatie environment of the
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chlorine nueleus, Foy example, in dllute aqueous

solutions, the CI04 lon is highiy symmetric, and the

electrie field gradient a£ the Cl nueieus is nearly,, zero.
             35               cl line width in O.5 M Mg(CI04>2 aqueousReaiiy, the
                         '
solution is less than 5 Hz aRd determined by the magnetic

fieid inhomogeneity. On the other haBd, in the case of

CCI4 moleeule, the distribution of surrounding electrons of

the Cl atom is unsymmetrical, so that a large eleotrie field

gradient is generated and the Mne width of the 35ci reaches

to 14.5 kHz. FurtheTmore, the irotational eorrelation time

is proportional to the size of the molecular speeies, whieh

                          35 .is also influentiai to the Cl iine width.
                                                  35     The line width and the relaxation time of                                                    Cl NMR

provlde us much information, i.e., moleeulaT reorientation,

size of moleeular species, and charaeter of assoeiation, and

so they have been used by many investigators. For

example, we have works on ion binding to biological
          1 --- 4
moleeules,              complex formations between ions and ligand
molecules,5 contaet ion pairing,6-12 ion solvation,13'14 and

                                    15rotational motion of moiecuies.                                            However, no

investigations have been yeported yet regarding the
variation of 35cl NMR line width on whieh the chloride ion

associates wtth a molecule through hydrogen bond in

solution. In the present work, I have the]7efore measured
the 35cl line widths in addition to the IH ehemlcai shifts
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for the weakly formed eomplexes between Ci ion, made of

tetra-n-butylammonium chloride, and trihalomethanes due to

the hydrogen bonding reaetion in some organic soivents, and

I have also investigated solvent dependence for the line

widths of the eomplexed Cl ion and the proton chemical

shifts of the compiexed trihalomethanes.

2 Expertwent

     hateriaZs. SIGMA reagent grade tet℃a-n-butyiammonium

ehloride was dried by heating it at 70 OC under vacuum for 3

days. The rerRoval of water was confirmed by IH NMR.

     Special grade chloroform was used as reeeived.

Reagent grade b℃omoform ¢ontalning ca, 11N13 vol% ethanol as

a stabilizer was purified as follows. The ethanol in

bromoform was removed by repeating three times the proeess,

standing the solvent over aetivated moleeular sieves <5A)

£or one day and then fntering it.i6 The removai of
ethanol was checked by IH NMR.

     Special grade aeetonitrile and earbon tetraehloride

were used without further puri£ieation. Speeial grade
acetone was twice distiiled over freshly dehydrated 4A

moleeuiar sieves. Special g℃ade N,N-dimethyiformamide
<DMF> was dehydTated by storlng it over 4A molecular sieves

for one day.

     Preparation of Samples for N7VR Study. The sampies
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used for the measurements of IH NMR eherltical shifts of

trihalomethanes were prepared as follows. The O.IM

chioroform and bromoform soiutions with varying <n-C4¥.g)4NCI

eoncentTations over the range O to ca. 1M were rnade up.
                         '
TMS was used as an internal reference for the proton
                                                          '                                                      35chemicai shift. SimUarly, as the samples for the                                                        Cl

N}GR measurements, the O;I M (n-C4Hg)4NCI solutions

eontaining various haloform concentrations ranging from O to

2 M were prepared. The used solvents are aeetonitrile,

acetone, N,N-dimethyiformamide, and carbon te'crachloride.

                                   35                           1     2Vne Measurements. H and                                     Cl NMR speetra were

obtained on a JEOL FX-200 Fourier-transform spectrometer.
            35     1
             Ci vesonanee frequeneies o£ the ±nstrument areThe Hand
199.56 D6Hz and 19.55 MHz, respectively. The observed
fxequency width of IH spectrum was 2 kHz and 90o pulse width

was 17.5 As. The aecuraey of the measu℃ed proton ehemieal
                                        35
shifts is within ±O.O05 ppm. The                                          Cl NMR spectrai

paraineters were as feUows. Mther one o£ two spectral
widths, 2 kHz and 4 kHz, was used depending on the line

width of the speetrum. 900 pulse width was 64 pts,

repetition time was from O.13 to O.6 s, and the number of

puise repetition was between 10,OOO and 500,OOO. A

weighting funetion for FM was not applied to avoicit the

artificial broadening of the line width. The iine width
    35      Cl speetrum was measured at the haif-height of theof
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absorption peak. The error in the observed line widths is

within ±o.s Hz. All the IH and 35cl NMR measu℃ements were

performed by using 10 mm diameter tubes at the room

temperature <22.2±O.2 ec>.

Viscosity Measurements. The viseosity coeffieients of the

pure solvents were measured by using an Ostwald viscosimeter

at 22 ec.

3 Analysis
     IH chemical shift. It is known that trihalomethanes

(CIIF3, CHCI3, CHBr3, and CHI3> assoeiate with ehloride ion,

made of tetraalkylammonium chloride, through hydrogen bond
                                         17in some organie solvents (CCI4 and CH3CN>･                                              Assuming 1:1

eomplex formation between a Ci ion and a t℃ihalomethane
moleeule, the equilib!rium of the reaction is

     CX3H+Cl-- pt CX,H･･･Cl- <1>
          CX3H･･･Cl-                                                     (2>     K -ww          [CX3H][C1-･]

where X represents a halogen atom. The tnihalomethane

proton eompiexed with Cl ion is deshielded eompared with

the free trihaiorr!ethane proton. At ordinary temperature,

exchange between the free and complexed forms is so fast

that IH NMR spectruia gives a single peak fo℃ the

trihalomethane proton at the mean position of two resonance
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frequencies eorresponding to the free and complexed forms.

Therefore, the observed ehemieal shift S is given by the

equation

     6=watx3H]o6F+ Cli811iiliC,i- 6c (3)

where [CX3H]o is the initial eoncentration of the used

trihalomethane (O.1 M in this experiment), and SF and Sc are

the characteristic ehemical shifts in the free and oomplexed

situations, respectively. The 6                                       value was obtalned                                    F
directly from the measurement for the solution without Cl

ion, but I determined the Sc and the equilibrium constant K

by minimizing the sum of squares of differenees between

measumed shifts and ealcu±ated shifts at various Cl
               18eoncentrations.

     35       CZ ALMR Line Width. In the case of the line width

of Ci , iike in the proton eheiaieal shift, the average width

Ay, belng determined by the sinall width of the free ehioride

ion, AyF, and the large width of the eomplexed ion, Ayc, is

observed. The measured line width is given by

     Ay=-ti-], AyF+ CXi$SiC,ipt Avc (4)

The AyF value was measured direetly, but the Ayc and K were

determined by analyzing the observed line width data in the

similar manner to that in the chemical shift.

     The mechanism pictured heye for the chemicai shift and
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the line width is undoubtedly over-simplified, nevertheless,

it reaUy provides us a useful working scheme, whieh is in

good agreement with the experimental facts available.

4 Results and Discussion

<A} 2roton Shifts of HsTdrogen Bonded 7tr'ihalomethanes

     The proton ehemieal shifts of CHC13 and CHBr3 in the

various solutions were obtained as a funetion of (n-Bu>4NCI

concentration for the fixed haloform eoncentration. I

                              xfts usmg four kinds of                  ehemicalmeasured the                            sh               H

solvents, i.e., acetonitrUe, acetone, DMF, and CCI4.

Figure 1 shows the variations of ¢hloroform proton shifts in

eaeh solvent. Siinilarly, Figure 2 presents the variation

o£ b℃omoform proton shifts. In Figures 1 and 2, the marks

represent the observed shifts and the solid curves are the

computer simulated ones. I assumed in the analysis that
          +(n-C4Hg)4N ion is ineyt and does not form a contact ion

pair with Cl ion. Agreement between the measured and

caieulated shieldings was so good that the assumption of 1:1

association between haloform molecule and Cl ion is

reasonable in the eoneentration range of this experiment.

The free proton shifts 6F, the eomplex proton shifts 6c, and

the equUibirium constants K for chloroform in the used

solvents are listed ln Table I. Table U likewise shows

the resuits for bromoform. Both Tables I and II show an
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TABLE I.

EquUibrium

22.2 oc.

 Free and

Constants

Coinpiexed Chloroform

of Chloroform--Cl Ion

Proton Shlfts

 Association,

and

 at

Solvent 5F (ppin> 6c (ppm)     -1      )K (M

 CCI    4
CH3CN

<CH3)2CO

 DMF

7.

7.

8.

8.

24

58

Ol .

36

10.13±O.08

10.12±O.11

10.22±e.03

10.37±O.06

2.55±O.16

1.84±O.15

6･.61±O.41

2.05±O.14

TABLE H.

Equilibrium

22.2 oc.

Free and

Constants

Coiaplexed Bromoform Proton Shifts

 of Bromoform--Cl Xon Association '

and

 at

Soivent 6F (ppm) Sc <ppm)     -1K <M      >

 cci    4
CH3CN

(CH3)2CO

 DMF

6.

7.

7.

7.

81

10

52

80

9.06±O.08

9.05±O.07

9.18±O.02

9.19±O,06

2.44±O.21

1.95±O.14

5.93±O.26

1.68±O.16
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interesting result that the free shifts 6                                            for chloroform                                          F
and bromoform depend upon the solvents, but the complexed

shifts 6c forc CKC13 and CHBr3 are almost independent of the

solvents and nearly constant.

     The free proton shift SF is determlned by the

interaetion between a trihalomethane molecuie and a solvent

one. A large electronegativity of halogen atom lowers the

electron density of the hyd℃ogen atom in the trihalomethane,

and thus this hydrogen wears the property as an electren

aceeptor. Thei7efore, the trihalomethane molecule wU±
form a weak hydrogen bond with a solvent molecule if it has

the eieetron donor property, and then the trihaiomethane

proton NMR ln the eleetron donor solvent has a peak at a

iower magnetic field than that in an inert soivent. The

donor number (DN> is known as one of the parameters
                                                        19indieating the extent of the electron donor charaeter.

The donor numbers of the used soivents exeept CCI4 are $hown

in Table IH. The free proton shifts 6F of CHCI3 and

CHBr3 in DMF, whieh has the largest donor number, were the

highest in the used solvents. One may conelude that the

free haloform proton shift 6F is eonsiderably dependent on

the e2eetron donor property of solvent. Furthermore,

Tables I and II show that the 6F value of ehloroform in

every solvent is about O.5 ppm larger than that of

bromoform. Since the electronegativities of Cl and Br are
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3.o and 2.8, respec£ively,20 the hydrogen atom in ehloroform

is more electrophiiic than that in bromoform. Therefore,

the chioroform proton presents the lower 6                                            value than the                                          F
bromoform proten does for the same solvent.

     I will next discuss the eomplexed shifts 5c.

Considering the strueture of the complexed trihalomethane,

it is difficult to assume that the eomplexed trihalomethane

hydrogen and a selvent moleeule direetly associate.

Aecordingly, the value of Sc is independent of solvent and

is determined by the hyd℃ogen bond strength between haloform

molecu±e and Cl ion.

    Furthermore, Tables I and II indieate that the

equilibnium eonstants K in aeetone are 2 to 3 times large℃

than those in the other solven£s. I will consider this
problem in the following subsection.

TABLE XU. Donor Numbers (DN> of the Solvents.

Solvent   aDN

CH3CN

(CH3>2CO

 DrvlF

14.1

17.0

26.6

a  Ref. 19.
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(B) 35cz Line mdths of Hydrogen Bonded CZ- Ion

                         35 -.     The llRe widths of                           ci                                          of                                             Cl ion were                              NMR                                  speetra

measured as a funetion of tnihalomethane coneentration for

the fixed Cl concentration, using three kinds of solvents,

acetonitrile, acetone, and DMF. Chioroform and bromoform

were used as trihalomethanes. As an example, Figure 3
shows the variation of 35cl NMR spectra of ci- ion in DMF

solvent containing O.I M (n-Bu)4NCI and various
concentrations of chloroform. Figures 4 and 5 present the

changes of line width of Cl ion as a function o£
trihalomethane eoncentration, i.e., the chloroform and

bromoform concentrations, respectively. The marks, like

in the case of pyoton chemieal shi£ts, mean the measured

line widths at half height of the observed peaks, and the

solid curves represent the simulated ones obtained with the

best fitted parameters. The line widths o£ free ehlo℃ide

ion AyF, the line widths of complexed Cl ion Ayc, and the

equ±librium constants K fo℃ ehloroform in the used solvents

are listed in Table IV. The results £or broinoform are
listed in Table V.
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rl[,ABLE IV

Chloride

Constants

, 35ci NMR Line widths for Free

 Ions iR Chloroform-Cl Ion System

of Chioroform-Cl Ion Association,

  and Complexed

and Equilibrium

 at 22.2 ec.

Solvent     (Kz>Ay  F
Av    (Hz>
  c K (M

-1  )

CH3CN

(CH3>2CO

 DMF

 6.2

15.6

!5.7

 75±3

l18±2

214±7

1.

3.

e.

12±O.08

63±O.29

99±O.06

TABLE V.

Chioride

Constants

   35     Ci NMR Mne Widths for Free

Ions in Bromoform-Cl Ion System

of BromofoTm-Cl Ion Association,

  and

and

at 22

  Compiexed

EquUibriun}

.2 Oc.

Solvent Av    <Hz)
  F

    <Hz)Ay
  C

K (l,1-1  )

CH3CN

(CH3)2CO

 DMF

 8.1

l3.s

14.0

215±12

313± 8

634±71

o.

1.

Oi

59±O.06

85±O.13

52 thO . 08
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     Tables IV and V show that the Ay                                          depends on the                                       c
soivents in contrast to the case of 6c. Generaily, the

Une width of a nucleus havinga quadrupole moment is

controUed by the quadrupo±ar relaxation. The extrerne
narrowing eondition applies to the liquid state, and the NMR

iine width at half height Ay is given by21

     AV = Ml2 " igf2 r2?2i+i$) <i+i}L2)(e2Qq)2Tc (s)

where T2 is the spin"-spin reiaxation time, l is the nuciear

spin quantum number, a is the asymmetry paxameter, Q is the

quadrupole moment, q is the eleetric field gradient at the

nueleus, and Tc is the eorrelation time for moleeular
reorientation. In eq s e2Qq is speeifieauy calied the

quadrupoie coupling eonstant. rf it is assumed that the

environment of the chlorine nucleus has a eylindrieal

symmetry, the asyiiimetry parameter a is zero. Then eq 5

for ehlorine nucleus of spin f=3/2 reduces to

Equation 6 means that the line width is s±mply p℃oport±onal

to square of the quadrupole coupiing eonstant times

correlation time, and so the line wldth of the compiexed Cl

ion depends on the two factors, one of whieh is the electrie

field gradient eq at the chlorine nucleus and the other the
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correlation time rc of the eomplexed chloride ion. I

attempted to remove the effeet of Tc from the complexed line

         . Xn order to simplify the treatment, I assumedwidth Ay        C

that Tc rks proportional to the viscosity of the pure
           6solvent, rg. This leads to the assumption that AvcM is

independent of rc. The !neasured 7's and the Ayc/ij's ai7e

listed in Table VI, which shows that the Avc/7 values for

aeetonitrile and DD4F soivents are similar to each other, but

that the Avc/rg's are larger for aeetone than for the other

soivents. This trend is analogous to that for the

equilibrium constant.

TABLE VX. Viscosity Coefficient rg, Relative Dieleetric

Constant £/eo (£ and eo are the dieleetric constants ef

solvent and in vacuum, respeetively>, and Line Width of

Complexed Cl Ion bivided by the Viscosity of Soivent,

Ayc/4･

Solvent ij (eP)  Ayc/rp (Hz/cp)

cHCI3 CHBr3
   a£/£   o

 CH3CN

<CH3)2CO

 DMF

O.364

O.326

O.893

207

362

240

59i

960

710

36.0

20.7

36.7

a  Ref. 19.
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     We consider here the electric field gradient, eq.

When the ehioride ion ferms a hydrogen bond with a

trihalomethane molecule, the electronie stru¢ture of the

system can be described as a resonanee between two
                          '
structures, Ci H-CX3 and Cl-H CX3 . Therefore, we may

desentbe the total eleetronic wave function of Cl , W, as a

linear combination of the nonbonding Cl ion wave function,

WI, and the eovalently bonded Cl-g wave funetion, WII,

aceording to the valence bond method. Then we have

where C will depend on the covaient eharacter between the

Cl ion and the haloform hydrogen･ Wll differs £rom WI
in the point that the lone pair eleetrons of Cl in igI are

ehanged to the eovalent bond electrons between the Cl atom

and the haloform hydrogen in WII. If the eoordinate

origin is put at the nuelear position of the Cl and the

electrostatie potential p℃odueed by the e±ectrons at the

point x',y',z' is expressed by V(x',y',z'>, the electri¢

field gradient at the origin, eq, is given by

     eq = (gE¥,>x..y..z..o = vTCijzeao <xc"r2i?Z2ixK> (s>

where r is the distance of an electron £irom the chlorine

nueleus and z represents the z eoordinate of the electron.
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The binding axis between haloform and Cl is taken as the z

axis. so is the dielectnie eonstant in vaeuum. We used,

in the derivation of eq 8, the fact that WI is the wave

function of the spherical Cl ion and does not produee any

field gradient. Xn eq 8, Xcl ±s the sp3 hybrid orbital of

           is the hydrogen ls orbital. In Table VI, theCl and X         H
                                                    19relative dielectric constants of the solvents, e/so, are

1±sted. k is experimentalXy found that Ayc/u relates with

e/£o. We may assume that the covaient cha℃aeter, i.e.,

the coeffieient C would be smalier in the solvent having a

larger dieiectric eonstant.

     Tables IV and V further show that the Avc of the Cl --

bromoform complex are about three times as la℃ge as compared

with those of the chloroforrn eomplex. The difference in

     35 .              widths between the chloroform and bromoform       Clthe          line

complexes should be explained. The rotational eorrelation

time rc is p℃oportienal not only to the viseosity u but also

to the volume of the complex v, as given in the equation

Sinee the volume of Cl --bromoform eomplex is larger than
                                    35that of Cl---ehloroform eomplex, the                                      Cl line width of the

bromoform eomplex is larger than that of the chloroform

eomplex in the same solvent. Furthermore, it seems that

the electron cloud of trihalomethane molecule eontributes to
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the eleetric field gradient at the chlorine nucleus. This
                                   35                                     Cl line width of theeffect may also lead to the larger

bromofQrm comp±ex because of the larger electron cloud in

the bromoform molecule. However, at pre$ent we eannot

separate these two eontiributaons.

     We now consider about the equilibrium constants K

obtained frem the Cl ±ine widths, which are listed in

Tables IV and V. The eguUibrium constants in
acetonltnile and DMF are neariy egual, but the K's in

acetone are three times.,as large as eompared･with those ±n

the other solvents. This trend resembles the result of K

obtained from the haloform proton shifts. However, each

of the K values evaluated from the line widths is smaller

than the K from the proton shifts, and the former is o£ one

third to one half of the latter. The equilibrium constant

K is related to the free energy difference AGO between two

states, the eomplexed state and the free state. Namely,

Evidentiy, AGe will be proportional to the eleetrostatic

potential V produced by the Cl ion, which in turn is

inversely proportional to the dieleetric constant £. We

can expect that a¢etone whose £/£o is smaller than those of

the other solvents should give a larger K vaiue as eompared

with acetonitrile and DMF. This expectation ls eonsistent
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with the experimentally found equllibnium eonstants, which

were independently determined from two kinds of quantities,

                                  35the proton chemieal shifts and the                                    Cl line widths.

     Finally, the differenee between the equilibrium

constant acquired from the chemical shifts and that from the

line widths has to be dlseussed. EssentiaUy the

equiUbrium ¢onstant K should be defined with the aetivities

of the individual species. To eaiculate the equilibrium

constant eor]rectiy, we have to use the di£fe℃ent activity

eoeffieients in two different experimental conditions, i.e.,

the case of the IH eheinicai shift measurements where the Cl-

concentration was varied for the fixed low haloform

coneentration and the case of the line width measuyements

where the haioform eoncentration was varied foi7 the fixed

low Cl eoncentration. However, I neglected varlation of

the activaty coeffieients in my analysis. This negleet

may be the cause of the differenee between the K's obtained

from £he ehem±cal shifts and the l±ne widths.
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                        Chapter V

             Anisotropic Rotational Motion of
                                       3+             Water Melecule Bound to Al                                          !on

1 lntroduetion

     In Chapter II, I reported ehanges of the water proton

ehemieal shifts due to ion hydration. These ehanges of

the ehemieal shifts prov±de information on the statie

properties of ion-water complex £ormation. Xn addition to

this, however, it is aiso important to have information

conce]rning the dynamical motion of the water moleeules in

aqueous salt solutlons in order to have a better

understanding of ion-water interactions. Up to the

present a number of investi.ctations relating to the dynamies

of the hydration shell have been performed by the use of NMR

           1teehniques. There are three kinds of motiens in water

moieeules, namely, ti7anslational, rotational, and

vibrational motions. The first two, i.e., translational

and rotational motions, are measurable with NMR instruments.

The rate of the translational motien of the water molecules

in the first coordination sphere ean be estimated £rom the

exehange rate between the bound and £ree waters, whieh is
                                 2,3obtained from line shape analysis,                                     l±ne width measurement
                                    4--6at half-height of the water signals,                                        and the transverse

relaxation time, T2, measured by the pulsed NMR method.7
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lnformation on the rotational motion of water moieeules can

be aequire{iL froin measurement of the longitudinal relaxation

time, Tl,8 and that of the 17o signal width.9

     For rnany inetai ions, it has been found that on the

bound water molecules in solutions the rotational diffusion

rate about the axts O-M (M = metal ion>, R", is more rapid

                       ･ 10than that of the O-M axis                               , Ri. However, for the                         itself

Al3+ ion Hertz et al.8 have eoncluded that these two

rotational di£fusion rates, R" and Rs, ef the water

mo±ecules in the first hydration sphe℃e are almost equal to

each other in aqueous AICI3 solutions at room temperature.

This conciusion indieating the isotropic rotation of the
water molecules bound to the Ai3+ ion was obtained from the

measurernent of the IH spln-"lattiee reiaxation time, Tr at

25 "C, at whieh the observed value of Tl is the average of

the Tl from the eoordinated water and the Tl from the

uncoo℃dinated water. Mo℃eover, at th±s temperature the

measu℃ed Tl contains contnibutions froin both the
translational and rotational motions. Therefore, their
                                                        3+conc2usion regai7ding the motion of the waters bound to Al

may inciude some ambiguity.

     It is well-known that when aluminum salt solutions are

cooled to low temperatures, the proton NMR signal of water

sepa℃ates into two eomponents eorresponding to coo℃dinated
                                  11-19and uncoordinated water molecules,                                          This phenomenen
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eomes from the faet that at suffieiently low temperatuMes

the exchange between the cooTdinated and bulk water

molecules is slow enough to peirmit the observatien of the
                'separate absor'ption signals. Wtth this eondition, we have

two advantages to investigate the mo£ion of the hydration

water. First, the rate of the tTanslational motion is too

slow to eont]ribute to the spin-lattiee relaxation.

Seeond, we ean dete℃mine the ]relaxatioR times of the bound
                              20and bulk waters independently.                                     Consequently, we ean

expect more exact. information coneerning the rotational

motion to be obtained by measuring Tl's of the separate

signals of the free and eoordinated waters at low

temperatures. The purpose o£ the present work is to
investigate the rotationai motion of the water moleeules in

aqueous Al(CI04>3 solutions by measuring Tl at temperatures

lower than +10 OC, at which separate signals of the bound

and free waters are available.

2 Experiment

     hateria2s. Water was distilled and passed over

eation- and anion-exchange resins.

     The Al(CI04)3'6H20 was synthesized and purified as

follows: Special gracle AICI3.6H20 was dissolved in 20%
                                                        3+
perehlorie aeid, in whieh the mola℃ ratio of HCI04 to Al

was 3.5:1. The solut±on was concentrated by heating it
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until it ceased to generate hydrogen chloride gas. The

solvent was then evaporated under reduced pressure and the

residual solid was dried under vaeuurn` The Al(CI04)3

formed was recrystaUized from ethanoi three or four times
                            3+                               become lower than the loweruntil the coneentration of Fe

iimit of detection (5 ppm>.

     I prepared seven different aqueous soiutions as

samples, which diffeyed from each other in Al<CI04)3

concentration. The mole Tatios, H20/Al, in each sample

were 16.1, !9.6, 23.5, 26.1, 31.5, 35.0, and 39.6,
                        3+                           concentration was deteymined byrespeetively, The Al

ehelatemetirle titration with EDTA at 100 OC. The pH of

the solutions was ea. 2, which was independent of the

aluminum concentrations of the samples.

                              1     N7YfR measurements. The H NMR speetra were obtained

on a JEOL FX-200 Fourie℃-transform speetrometey (199.56 l4Hz
     1for H) equipped with a JEOL N)C-PVTS2 vaniable-temperature

unit. The spin-lattice relaxation tiines, Ty were

obtained by the inversion-recovery method using the pulse

sequenee of <- 1800 pulse ny t- 900 puise - T -)n. For

eaeh measurement of Tr more than 15 different pulse

intervals (t) weire used. The deiay time <T) was 10 s

beeause all the absorption signals had Tl values shorte]r

than O.5 s. The number of the pulse sequenee <n) was 4.

The measurements of                            were performed                                          by usmg 5-mm-                        NMR                      H
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diameter tubes at temperatu℃es of +10 te --65 OC. The

accuracy in the temperature was within ±O.2 "C.

     Prior to the expenfment, the effect of the dissolved

oxygen in a sample was examined. The Tl of the undegassed

sample was eompared with that of the degassed and sealed

sample at the same temperature and salt eoneentration. It

was confirmed that the difference between both the Tl's was

small and within the experimental error in this temperature

range. Therefore, the undegassed samples were used for my

experiments.

3 Results and DSseussion

     Tl of coordinated and buZk piater protons. As

deseribed pTeviously, when aqueous solutions ineluding the

Al<UZ> ions were cooled, exchange of water molecuies was

considerably slowed and sepayate proton signals were

observed for the bulk water and the eoordinated water bound

to Al3+. This phenomenon is illustrated in Ngure 1.

The ratio of the separate peak areas of Bff2o and CH2o in
Ngure 1 indicated that the hydration number of A13+ was

about six. This hydyation number is the same as that in
                              15the resuits of FratieUo et al.                                    Therefore, the peak of

      in Flgure 1 arises from the water moleeules in thec
 H20

first hydration sphere.
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     1 mea$ured the spin--lattice relaxation times, T                                                        of                                                     1'

the coordinated and free water molecules as a fun¢tion of

tempeyature for the seven samples with different Al(CI04>3

concentrations. All inversien--reeovery measurements of T                                                         1
                         '
showed a single exponential form throughout the temperature

range. This means that the exchange rate between the

coordinated and buik water molecules is negligibly smaU at

the temperatures at which the coordinated and uneoordinated
                                       20,21water signais have different Tl values.                                                The results

for the two solutions with high and low aluminum

concentrations in the samples measui?ed are shown in Figure

2. Figure 2 lndieates that the Tl values of the
coordinated and bulk water protons are equal at relatively

high temperatures, but the difference between the two Tl's

arises as the temperature falls below ca. -20 OC. The

other five measured solutions showed a similai7 trend. The

differenees between the Tl values of the eoordinated and

uneoordinated water moieeules we℃e espeeially large at low

temperatures and low aiuminum ' eoneent℃ations. The

difference between the bulk and eoord±nated Tl's seems to

refleet the dynamics of the water melecules in the hydration

shell of the aluminum ion. ! will attempt below to explain

the experimental results by assuming anisotropic rotational

motion of the eoo℃dinated water. Mgure 2 shows that at
low salt concentrations the ininimum of Tl(eoordinated) is
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ionger than that of Tl(bulk). Moreover, [Tl(eoordi-

nated)]min is at higher temperature than [Tl(buik)]min.

These experimental £acts ean be explained by assumlng £he

anisotropic motion of the eoordinated water moleeuie.

    Anisotropic rotational motion of the coordinated Naters.

It is reasoRable to assuine that the veloeity of

transiational motion is eomparabie to the exehange rate

between the coordinate and bulk water molecules. We ean

expeet that the measured relaxation rates, 1/Tl, in this

experiment wUl not contain a eontribution of the
transiationai motion in eithe]r the bound or the free waters,

because the spin--lattice relaxation time depends on raptd

motions as fast as the Larmor precession and the veloeity of

translational motion ls estimated to be less than lo3 s-1.

Therefore, we have to explain the experimental yesuits by

the rotational motion eontribution to Tl. Moreover, the

eorrect explanation should be able to aeeount for the

expe]rimental fact that the two Tl's of the cooydinated and

uncoordinated water signals are equal at high temperatures,

but they differ from each other at low temperatures.

     The intermolecular protons are more separated from each'

other in eomparison with the twe intramolecular protons.

The rotational relaxation rate is inversely proportionai to

the sixth power of the dipole-dipole distanee, and so the

rotational intermoleculai7 interactions in the elusters such
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                          3+                                                         8as (H20). and Al<H20)6                              can be safeiy neglected.

Furthermore, the contributions from the proton--cation
<Al3+) and the proton-anion (CI04' ) magnetic dipole

--dipole interactions are also negiigibie by the same reason.

As a consequence of these simpMfications, we can use the

single molecule approximation for either the bound or the

free waters. I postulated that only the intramolecular

proton--proton interaetion operating within a single H20

molecule undergoing the rotational motion contributes to the

measured relaxation rates of the water protons for either

the bound or the free waters.

     I needed three more assumptions in order to interpret

the difference between the Tl's o£ the coordinated and bulk

water protons. These three assumptions are as follows:

     (i) Buik water molecules ro£ate isot℃opieaily.

Namely, the mot±on of bulk mo±ecules is described by a

sphericaliy symmetric rotation in whieh the Brownian motion

is represented by the single rotational diffusion

eoefficient, R. On the other hand, eoord±nated water
molecules rotate anisotropically as an axiaUy symmetrie

elllpsoidal body does. Namely, the motion of coordinated

moiecules is de$cribed by the axially symmetrie rotation in

which the Brownian motion is represented by the two

rotational diffusion coeffi¢ients, i.e., the rotational
diffusion eoefficient about the symmetric axis, Rit, and that
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about the two equivalent axes perpendicuiar to the symmetrie

axis, Ri. I introduced the anisotropy parameter, 6,

whieh is defined as the ratio of Ri to Rti. That is,

     (ii) The three rotational diffusion coef£ieients, R,

Rii, and Ri, are functions of the temperature and the

aluminum eoneentration of the soiution.

     <Ui) The angle between the symmetric axis of rotation

for the coordinated water moleeule and the proton-proton

vector in this molecule is fixed to be 900. This is shown

in Figure 3. We took a model in whieh the syiiimetrie axis

of rotation, i.e., C2 axis of the eoordinated water,

coincides with the binding axis in the complex formation
              3+between the Al                ion and the water oxygen.

     Under the above three assumptions, I analyzed the

rotational motions of the coordinated and bulk water

moleeules. For this aim I utllized the formuiae of Tl by
        22,23                        24             and Shimizu                           for an ellipsoidal body.Woessner
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     woessner23 has shown that the nuelear spin-lattice

relaxation time, Tl(aniso), for two interactive protons

fixed in a ,molecule undergoing axially symmetric anisotropi¢

rotation is given by

         1 3 ,tto , TH4fi2
     Tl(aniso) = EirTt(li'Tt) rHH6taH[f'(X,O)+2f(2x`,6)] (2>

where

          f(x,o>=t.22{g6)2+S3S,2I71}S!}Siri+(4+}g)2 (3)

              X'= WH/R,, (4>

In eq 2 pto is the magnetie permeability in vacuo, rH is the

magnetogyrie ratio of proton, rHH is the proton-"proton

distance in the water molecule, and tuH is the Larmor angular

frequency of the proton. In this expe!riment, blH=4×lo8m s-1.

The above formulae for Tl<aniso) become the same as the

weil-known Tl(iso) fomaula in the isotropic rotational

motion if o is set equal to unity. That is, i

        1 3 sto , rH4fi2 6y 24y
     Tl(iso> = -i-6<14-5il> rHH6toH[y2+36 + 4ir2+36] (5)
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where y:tuH/R, and 1/R=6rc, with the usual coirrelation time

crc'

     Figure 2 indicates tha£ the ininimum value of Tl(bulk)

is about 95 ms, whleh is in good agreement with the

theoretical [Tl(bulk)]min of 102 ms, calculated from eq 5

with the H--H distance of ice (rHH=O.1645 nm, roH=O.lel nm,

     Equations2 and 5 indicate that the ratio,
[Tl(aniSO)]inin/[Tl(iSO)]min, is the function of the

anisetropy parameter o alone. Xt is easily shown that

     1 S [Tl(aniso)].i./[Tl(iso>].i. S 4/3 (6>

None of my results were contradietory with eq 6. In faet,

the ratios, [Tl<coordinated)]min/[Tl(bulk)]inin, fOr aU

samples measured were within the above limitation. We now

realize that all the three parameter$ o£ R, Ri" and Ri ean

be dete℃mined at the particular £emperature of
[Tl<COordinated)]inin. I was able to evaluate these

parameters a£ that temperature by the follow±ng three step$.

First, o i.e., Rs/R{i was determined by eomparing the

experimental Tatio, [Tl(eoordinated>]min/[Tl(bulk)]min, With

the theoretica± ratios, [ f< y, 1)+2 f( 2 y, i>]                                                       max

/[f(x,cr)÷2f(2x,a)]max, ealculated for vanious values of 6,

Next, fo]? a given 6, Rii was estimated from the partieular

vaiue of x giving the maxtmum for the function,
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[f<x,o)+2f(2x,6)]. FinaUy, I obtained R at the
ternperature of [Tl(coerdinated)]min by comparing the

experimentai ,ratio, Tl<bulk)/[Tl(bulk)]min, with the

theoretical ratio, 1.4252/[f(r,1)+2f(2y,1)], in whieh

1.4252=[f(y,1>+2f(2y,1)]max. The thTee parameters, R, Rti,

and RYRii(=O), at the particular temperature of
[Tl(eoordinated)]min are piotted against the mole fraction

of A±(CI04>3, XAI, in Figure 4.

     Figure 4 shows that the rotational velocity of the bulk

water, R, monotonously deereases'with increasing salt

eoneentration, but Rii of the eoordinated water has a maximum

at the mole fraetlon of ea. O.04. Moreover, Ri of the

hydration water is abruptiy slowed as the mole fraetion of

Al decreases. The concentration dependence of the bulk

water motion R is the same as that usually observed for

rotational diffusion. This is eastly aceeunted for by the

higher miciroviseosity for bulk water at higher

coneentrations. However} the eoerdinatedL water fiiot±on

shows quite a different dependenee on the coneentratien.

The behavior of Ru implies the presenee of two opposed

sourees of resistance for the motion, one of which is the

mieroviscosity ef£eet and gives £oT Rii the same dependence

on the eoneentration as R, but the other source of

resistance makes Rii slower for }ower concentrations.
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Furthermore, for Ri, the latter souree, givlng siower motion

for lower coneentrations, is mueh stronger than the former

viseosity cont.ribution providing the same concentration

dependenee as R. Therefore, the slowdown of Ri is more

℃apid than that of Rii for lowering the coneentration of Al.

The anisotropy parameter O, i.e., R±/Rm of the
eoordinated water molecules abruptly falls from unity

<indicating isotropic rotation) to zero <eompletely

anisotropie rotation> when the aiuminum concentration is

lcwered. The higher resistance for motion for low

concentrations may be attributed to the Al-H20 eoordination

bond formation in the hydration shell provided that the bond

strength would be largeir for low coneent]ration. Thus, I

airrived at the conclusion that the strueture of the

hydration shell becomes looser as the salt concentration

increases. This conelusion is supported by another piece
of evldence reported by Hertz et al.8 that the interaetion

between neighboring hydrated ions destroys the ordered

structure of the hydLvation sphere. The destruction of the
                       'hydration shell wUl l6wer the heights of the potential

barriers against the rotational motions in the shell.'

Particularly, the motion of the Ai-O axis itself, i.e., Rx

is rnuch aecelerated by this destruction.

     My experimental results showed that difference between

the two Tl's of the coordinated and bulk watev signals
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becomes greater at lower temperatures and lower aluminum

concentrations. This means that R.L/Ru <also maybe Rfi/R)

is smailer at lower temperatures and )ower Al
              25                    However, the two Tl's were equal ateoncentrations.

temperatures higher than -20 0C at any Al(CI04)3

eoneentration. Therefore, the eonelusion of Hertz et al.

that Rti is equal to R= will be co℃rect only at the higher

temperature.
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                        Chapter V･I

                  Suanary and ConcZusion

     In Chapters !I to V .the author reported on the static

and dynamic infoTmation obtained by NMR for the ion

--molecule interaetions in solu£ion. In the present
ehapter the author presents the sumil]ary and eonelusion foT

the work deseribed in this thesis.

     In Chapter II, 'I reported on the measUrements and

analysis of the water proton chemical shlfts due to the

diamagne£i¢ ion-water interactions in aeetone solvent.

The association constants K and complex formation shifts A                                                         C
were determined by assuming a one-to-one complex formation

between a wate℃ molecuie and a diamagnetic eation or anion.

The results indicated that the complex formation shifts o£

metal saits aTe dominated by metai ions and relatively

unaffected by anions, whereas the equilibrium constants of

association are greatly affected by anions. The
relationship between the equilibrium eonstant and the ionic

size and eharge was investigated, and the same relationship'

for the complex shift was aiso investigated. Clear

relationships of K and Ac against the ionie size and charge

were found for aikali and alkaline earth metai ions. This

suggests that the equUibrium constant and the eomplex shift
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of these ions were determined by the eleetrostatle

interaction between Lhe ion and water inolecuie. However,

any relationships were not found for K and Ac o£ anions and

¢ations other than the alkali and alkaline earth metai ions.

     In Chapter IIX, the theoreticai ealeuiation for the

ion-water association shifts was described. I perfermed

ab initio ealculations for the shielding ehanges of' the

water proton and oxygen with a point charge model. The

caiculated proton shielding ehanges caused by presenee of a

point charge were eompared with the experin}ental complex

shifts for the ion"-water assoeiatlons in aeetone, whieh were

shown in Chapter II. Comparing the theoretieai shielding

ehanges with the experimental complex shifts, it was

coneluded that <1) the theoretical calcuiation leads to a

shielding change of 1.6 to 4.1 ppm for the aikali and

alkaline earth metal ions, which is in qualitative agreement

with the experimental results, and <2> an anion can form

only a very weak eomplex with water in acetone solvent.

Furthermore, the ef£eet of the dielectrie constant of
solution on the eomplex shifts was dlseussed.

     In Chapter IV, I reported on the chlorlde ion

-trihalomethane interaetions. Association due to hydrogen

bonding betxgeen a ehloride ion and a trihaiomethane rnolecuie

<CHCI3 or CHBr3> in some solvent$ <earbon tetrachloride,

aeetonityUe, acetone, and N,N-dimethylformamide) was
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studied using IH NMR chemical shift and 35cl NMR 1ine width

measurements. Analyzing the observed lH chemical skifts

     35
       Cl line widths, X obta±ned the eomplexed protonand

shifts of trlhalomethanes,. the cempiexed line widths of Ci

ion, and the equilibrium constants of associations between

trihalomethanes and Ci ion. The equilibrium eonstants

can be obta±ned from either the IK shift er the 35cl line

width. Two kinds of the association constants based on the

shift and the line width were eompared. The solvent

dependence of £he complexed Cl iine widths, of the
compiexed proton shifts, and of the equilibrium constants

were investigated. The complexed shifts of
trihalomethanes indicated a coBstant value re.ctardiess of the

kinds of solvents. On the other hand, the eomplexed iine

widths of Cl ion showed an obvious solvent dependenee.

Furthermore, the equilibrium constants in acetone were three

times as large as compared with the values in other

solvents.

     In Chapter V, I reported on the anisotropie rotational

motion of water moleeule bound to Al3+ ion. The IH spin

--lattice re±axation timess Ty of the sepaTate free and'

eoordinated water signals of aqueous Ai(CI04>3 solutions

have been independently measured at iow temperatures between

+10 and -65eC and with varying salt coneentrations, AU

inversion---recovery measurements of Tl showed a single
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exponential £orm in the above temperature range. It was
found that under this low temperature condition, only the

intramolecuiar proton-proton interaetion undergoing

rotational motion eontrlbutes to Tl. The experimental

results showed that the differenee between the two signals'

T vaiues of the free and coordinated waters arises as the 1

temperature falls beiow ca. -200C. !t was shown that the

experimental results eould be explained lf we assume that

the coordinated water rnolecules would anisotroplealiy rotate

as ellipsoidal molecules at low temperatures, whereas the

bulk water molecules would lsotropicaUy rotate as spherical

molecules throughout the temperature range. X applied the

theory of spin--iatti¢e relaxation due to the anisotropic

rotational diffusion by Woessner to the analysis of the

motion of the coordinated water molecules, and obtained the

following eonclusions: (1) at iow temperatures and low

aluminum concentrations, the coordinated water moleeules

undergo anisotroptc rotational motion as an axtally

symmetric ellipsoldai body whose axis of symmetry is the C                                                         2

axis of the H20 molecule, and (2) the motion of the

hydration water moieeule i$ slowed at low Al coneentrations.

     As a eonclusion, it was found that the proton chemi¢ai

shift provides us an exeellent breakthrough to the ion-water

interactien problem. The proton shift data aye $imple and
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                       35easily handled. The                         Cl line width measurements offered

us consistent results with the IH chemieal shift data.

The proton sptn-lattice relaxation time of the eoordinated

water signal was found to be very useful to investigate the

motion of the bound water. The oxygen 17 ehemical shift

would be helpfui to inquire into the ion-water interaetions

if we could find a good re£eirenee for 17o signal.
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